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Abstract
Formal models of business processes are used for a variety of purposes. But
where the elicitation of the characteristics of a business process usually takes
place in a collaborative fashion, the building of the final, formal process model
is done mostly by a single person. This paper presents the design and implementation of a Recommendation-Based Process Modeling Support System with
“social features.” A process builder using this system will receive recommendations to complete or edit a formal business process model on the basis of
previous usage of modeling fragments by her peers. Such features potentially
improve the modeling process and, as such, the modeling outcome, i.e., the quality of the process model. This paper also contains an evaluation of the system’s
usage and effectiveness, which builds on an experimental design. It is shown
that process builders are inclined to follow up on the provided recommendations
and that this will improve the semantical quality of the created model. However, information on peer usage of modeling fragments does not play a big role
in selecting the recommendations being followed up. This paper fits within a
stream of research that puts emphasis on the modeling process, rather than on
the model artifact.
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1. Introduction
In past years, the mapping of business processes in the form of process models
has become the primary form of conceptual modeling [11]. A business process
model captures elements, typically in some graphical form, such as the activities
that constitute the business process; the performers of these activities; the time,
location, and modus of their execution; and the information that is processed
[19]. Process models are being widely used in the development of organizational
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structures [63], information systems [13], service-oriented architectures [15], and
web services [16].
Even with substantial numbers of practitioners modeling processes, with
vendors such as Lombardi, IDS Scheer and Pallas Athena providing the commercial tools to do so, and with a very active and expanding research community
studying process models and languages, there is still reason to worry about the
fate of this type of conceptual modeling. In a research commentary, Wand and
Weber argue that any form of conceptual modeling often falls into disuse by
practitioners after an initial period of excitement [61]. This view is confirmed
by a wide range of empirical studies and anecdotal evidence, e.g., [6, 11]. Indeed, it has been noted that the success of process modeling efforts has already
become a critical concern [2] and that there are indications that practitioners
struggle with various process modeling aspects and find limited support from
academic literature in guiding their efforts [29].
To avert the potential downslide of process modeling, we believe that it
takes an approach that is distinctly complementary to the focus on the process
model artifact itself, which is so characteristic for much of the current research
into process modeling. For example, one dominant stream of research [48, 59]
is concerned with the development of analysis techniques that can be used to
detect different types of syntactical mistakes in a process model, but does not
guide the modeler towards avoiding such mistakes. In line with [2, 46, 56],
we subscribe to the view that a focus on the modeling process is called for,
paying attention to the actual decisions that modelers have to make to arrive
at a process model that supports the efficient and effective development of a
business or IT system. The soundness of this view is supported by a survey on
conceptual modeling [6] which concludes that it is precisely the lack of interest
from the academic community for the act of data modeling that is missed by
practitioners and has led to their decline of interest in it. The open question
that we address in this paper is how an individual modeler can be supported in
creating a high quality business process model.
Against this background, we present a system that supports the modeling
process by providing recommendations to a process modeler. The recommendations consist of process model fragments that are deemed suitable for that
modeler to complete a business process model that she is working on. To do so,
the recommendation system takes into account a process builder’s modeling intention and uses a repository of process parts for composing recommendations.
The recommendations that are provided by such a system are extended with a
trust mechanism, based on the social context of the model builder. Heider’s famous “balance theory” [23] suggests that individuals are more prone to interact
with friends of friends rather than with unknown peers. Following this line of
argument, process builders may also be willing to select recommendations that
are based on decisions by known (skilled) persons, in contrast to unknown ones.
Both features – the recommendations and the trust mechanism – are aimed at
supporting the process builder in such a way that the quality of her modeling
effort is positively affected and, as such, its outcome the formal process model.
Our most tangible contribution is that we show how the existing version of
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a recommendation-based modeling support system [28] can be extended with
capabilities to take social information into account. We describe in detail how
the social networks can be gathered from the recorded history of the system’s
usage, which consists of the name of the selected recommendation and the performer (users that selected a specific recommendation). When a modeler creates
a new process, the modeling history of others who are close to the user can then
be exploited. Additionally, we provide empirical indications for the willingness
of process builders to follow up on such recommendations in creating a process
model and, when they do, whether social information is relevant in choosing
between the suggested alternatives.
At a more abstract level, the contribution of this paper is that it strengthens a research stream into process modeling that is more concerned with the
modeling process than the model artifact. While both views have their merits,
we believe that the “process-centered” stream is underdeveloped, which – as we
argue – can have serious ramifications for the field as a whole. Just as with the
stream of “artifact-centered” research, our approach fits into the design science
research tradition of the IS field [25], as it creates and evaluates an IT artifact
intended to solve identified organizational problems. However, because we aim
to affect and improve the actual decisions that modelers make, we are also duly
concerned about the effectiveness of that artifact in that respect. This is the
focus of the experimentation with our system described in this paper.
The structure of the paper is as follows. We first provide a section with
background information on the problem context, aimed at the reader who is
less familiar with the domain of conceptual modeling and process modeling
in particular, and then provide a summary of works related to our approach.
In Section 3, we sketch the functionality of the recommendation-based process
modeling support system, after which the generation of social network structures
is explained in detail in Section 4. The design and results of our experiment to
evaluate the use of the recommendation system is presented in Section 5. The
paper ends with conclusions and a reflection.
2. Background
2.1. Problem context
As mentioned in the introduction, business process modeling – also referred
to as process mapping – is a special form of conceptual modeling. The paper by
Curtis, Kellner, and Over in 1992 [10] is often seen as the rough birth date of
the discipline. In this paper, the authors describe how the research on process
modeling evolved from an interest of software organizations to improve their
development processes. The clarity of insight that graphical process models
provided was considered very helpful for that purpose. Since then, process
modeling has been applied in diverse domains, such as manufacturing [14], the
service industry [45], and healthcare [35], for the development of a range of
business and IT systems. The overview in [31] covers a large variety of process
modeling techniques halfway through the 1990s. Today, that supply has widened
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rather than diminished, with some of the most popular techniques being Eventdriven Process Chains (EPCs) [50], the Business Process Modeling Notation
(BPMN) [42], the Activity Diagrams in the UML family [12], and workflow nets
[57]. Dominant research streams are concerned with the verification of process
models [48, 59] and the use of process models for process execution support [18,
44], while industrial efforts seem most concerned with standardization issues.
Various authors have accentuated the cooperative and communicative aspects of creating a conceptual model and a process model in particular. According to [26, 27, 56], this act involves two related dialogues. The elicitation
dialogue takes place between an informer (presumably a domain expert) and a
model mediator (typically an information analyst). The formalization dialogue,
on the other hand, takes place between the model mediator and the model
builder (usually some tool is used to capture and verify the actual model). This
view is congruent with the phases described in [17]: An analyst interacts in an
iterative fashion with domain experts to arrive at an informal model, which is
then concretized into a complete formal specification.
Crucial for the motivation of this work is the following observation. While
the elicitation phase is commonly recognized as a collaborative effort, the formalization dialogue is mostly a solitary activity, requiring specific skills. In
other words, the model mediator typically also builds the model. According
to [46], the few available descriptive studies on process modeling support the
scenario of a single expert modeler who creates a formal model of some part of
a business. Indeed, the available business process modeling tools on the market
today are mostly “one-person tools”, i.e., (1) they assume that only one modeler
is changing the model at any point in time [47], and (2) the created models are
not reused and further assembled in IT implementation projects [54]. The former factor potentially results in dissatisfaction of business users with current IT
implementations because of missing, sketchy or otherwise inadequate content.
The latter factor directly affects the economic risk of projects involving process
modeling, with the wheel being re-invented time and time again.
Our work can be seen as relevant within the wider discussion of how IS methods and tools contribute to successful IS development. While vendors of tools
often do not adequately understand the needs of IS development organizations,
there is a lack of research that considers tool support in the light of the recognition of the concept of “method in action” [37]. The focus of the dominant
streams of research on process modeling that we referenced is on the process artifact, while we feel that tools that support the decision-making process during
the actual modeling process should also be considered.
2.2. Related Work
Existing work that is relevant to this paper’s subject can be differentiated
into five categories: (1) Social network analysis, (2) recommender systems, (3)
web service composition, (4) process reuse, and (5) process modeling support.
Social network analysis: The study of social network analysis has attracted
the interest of scientists from different fields such as: (1) sociology [64], (2)
psychology [30], (3) economy [55] and computer science. In the computer science
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field the studies related to our approach are using social networks as a method
for communicating trust or distrust [62], [65], [20], [21], propagating changes
[60] or analyzing interpersonal relationships in an organization [3], [58].
Recommender system: Various types of recommender systems can be distinguished. A content-based recommender system [4] suggests an item to a user
based upon a description of the item and the user’s interests in the past. This
kind of recommender system has its roots in the information retrieval (IR) community [1] and suggests items containing text documents, web sites or movies.
Collaborative recommender systems [24] predict what a user wants based on
what she and people with similar preferences preferred in the past. The focus of
this kind of system is the similarity calculation of users rather than of items (as
in content-based systems). The combination of content-based and collaborativebased recommender systems is termed a hybrid recommender system [9]. The
recommendation-based modeling support system, described in the paper, can be
regarded as a specific type of a hybrid recommender system which incorporates
some features of content-based and collaborative-based systems [34].
Web service composition: Many related approaches focus on a composition of Web services (e.g., [40]) or Web services that are semantically enriched
(e.g., [49, 8]). Especially the second type of results uses well-defined knowledge
representation languages in order to support automated search capabilities or
information analytics [41]. However, the limitations of these approaches are that
preliminary work is required to build up a (background) ontology in order to use
semantic technologies and insufficient quality metrics are provided to describe
the usefulness of recommendations that ease the service selection. In the next
section we sketch our techniques for the usefulness of recommendations.
We believe that a semi-automatic composition of web services is much easier
than the composition of business processes (the recommendation of appropriate
process model parts with a process model part being edited can be regarded as
a process composition). Usually, web services are considered to be black-boxes
where no knowledge about the user’s modeling purpose, perspective, role or
history is required.
Process reuse: Several authors have proposed methods for process model
reuse [38, 32, 36, 39], albeit with little impact on the modeling context and
user’s modeling intention and requirements. None of these solutions proposes
techniques that will enable the user to finish her design most efficiently.
Process modeling support: The initial idea of a recommendation-based process modeling support has been described in [28]. In practice, we realized that
the recommendation engines often suggested process parts that dealt with the
desired process but which were actually modeled for a different purpose. Therefore, we extended the recommendation system by taking the modeling perspective into account [33].
Based upon these extensions of the modeling support system, this paper
presents a technology for Web 2.0 which plays an important role by enabling new
forms of information sharing and exploitation of social relationships. We note
that the generation of a social network from recommendation history require
consideration of more relationships than in the enumerated related works in the
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field of social network analysis.
3. Recommendation Based Process Modeling Support
A recommendation-based process modeling support system [28] suggests process builders fitting processes regarding the builder’s modeling intention and
modeling history of a community of users. This recommendation system implementation embeds two types of modeling support in order to achieve the user’s
modeling intention:
1. A query interface allows users to request process models or process model
parts that are of interest to them. We define a process model part as a logically coherent group of process elements belonging together (e.g., approval,
billing or shipping).
2. A recommender component proposes appropriate process model parts which
fit to a business process model that is currently being edited. The user
can invoke the recommender component by highlighting the corresponding
element group to be completed by process reuse. This component of the
modeling support should be used if the user is not sure how to complete
the process. In this case the results from the query can be unsatisfying due
to the process builder’s vague intention of the process model.
However, when the recommendation system has been invoked the process
builder can configure the process model (part) suggestions in her workspace by
inserting or deleting process elements. Subsequently, the process builder can
store the modified process version in a process repository for further process
reuse.
Before making models and model parts searchable, we need to index them.
Process model parts are handled in the same way that the complete models are
handled, but additionally, we store a pointer to the business process model with
which they are associated. For example, for a business process which consists
of three distinct process model parts, we would include four virtual documents
in our index: the whole process and each of the three parts.
After indexing the processes users can use the query interface which uses
Lucene’s query parser syntax1 , and users can enter seven query arguments:
• Title: referring to names of process elements (e.g. approved request)
• First Element: searching for a specific first element(s) in the process model
• Last Element: searching for a specific last element(s) in the process model
• Property: referring to specific properties of a process model assigned by
users before storing the process in the repository (e.g., standard signifies
a standard process)
1 http://lucene.apache.org/java/docs/queryparsersyntax.html
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• Purpose: referring to models fulfilling one of the four modeling purposes
such as analysis, documentation, execution or reengineering
• Objective Description: searching for processes fulfilling an objective (e.g.,
processes modeling handling of order request). This field is only searchable
if process builders have annotated the process with the corresponding data
before storing the model in the repository
• Previous User Selection: searching for a specific user who selected a recommendation.
To overcome a limitation through a controlled vocabulary, we use WordNet2 (a free English taxonomy). With standard Boolean operators, such as
AND, OR, and NOT, users can express more complex queries.
Processes that meet process builders’ criteria are displayed first in a tablebased result list as depicted in Table 1. The ranking criterion Score reflects
the name match between the user’s query and each process model in the repository. The frequency criterion describes how often a process model has been
selected/reused by other users, and the average number of insertions and deletions describe the number of operations made when selecting a recommendation.
To encourage process builders’ trust and participation by those process builders
who are unskilled in process modeling, we extended the table-based result by
one more criterion, which indicates the names of persons who selected a recommendation (Previous User ).
#
1
...
10

Process Name
CheckOrder
...
Handle Orders

Score
95.02
...
48.85

Frequency
5
...
3

Insertion
15
...
20

Deletion
3
...
4

Previous Users
M. Song
...
A. Koschmider

Table 1: Extended Table-based Result List with Previous User Selection

We consider these ranking criteria as our “metrics” for usefulness of recommendations. In several empirical designs we discovered that a high match
between the user’s query input and the recommendation (in our context reflected by the criterion Score) was the greatest influence factor for selecting
a recommendation. Therefore, we assigned the greatest weight for the Score
criterion in our overall ranking of recommendation results.
When double clicking on recommendation(s) in the table-based view a graphicalbased visualization of the process will be opened, as shown in Figure 1. In the
example the user query returns 10 suggestions for processes or process model
parts, while Figure 1 shows two of them.
In Figure 1 the process builder can preview related process model parts for
each recommendation (see Show related process model parts). The idea is that
2 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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Figure 1: Graph-based visualization of fitting recommendations
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process model parts that succeed or precede the part in question and which
are used in the same modeling domain that the process builder is in at the
moment (e.g., Manufacturing) can help to estimate the degree of fitness of a
recommended part.
By pushing the button Show related process models, the user can preview all
phases of the BPM life-cycle, from the early documentation of a process through
subsequent phases of analysis and execution. To realize the functionality of
previewing related process models, we construct a user profile based on the
respective search history [33].
With a right mouse click (in the previous user column), the user can open
network structures which were generated from process models or recommendation history. In the next section, we discuss social network based recommendation support in detail.
4. Social Network based Recommendation Support
This section discusses how to exploit social networks in the context of business process modeling. Three networks can be generated from a process repository and a recommendation system. Table 2 shows the three social networks
and their properties.
source
Process model
User history
Insertion history

nodes
org. units
users
users

arcs
strength between org. units
similarity between users
insertion history in terms of users

Table 2: Overview of the social networks

From a process repository, process model parts are used to derive a social
network in which a node represents an organizational unit, (e.g., performer or
department) in which it is described. Arcs among nodes show the relationship
between organizational units, and weight values on arcs indicate the strength of
the relationship. This network enables users to consider the fitness between two
process model parts in terms of organizational units. The other two networks
can be derived from a recommendation system. When users model a business
process, two typical behaviors occur. First, process builders select some of the
process model parts from the process repository and combine them to make a
new process model. However, if they cannot find a proper process model part,
they can make a new part by editing an existing one or by combining some parts.
A recommendation system can register these kinds of behaviors (i.e., user history, insertion history) and two kinds of networks can be generated from the
history. From the user history, a network which shows the similarity between
users can be derived. It supports reusing the modeling history of “neighborhoods” in order to faster complete an edited process model. A network from
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the insertion history shows the insertion structure in terms of users and enables
propagating changes of existing process parts across “clique” members.
The remaining section explains how to generate and use the social networks
in detail.
4.1. Social Network from Process Models
Process models contain information about performers who will execute processes. From this information, social networks among performers can be derived.
Before explaining the methods of deriving social networks, a typical process
model can be defined as follows.
[Process model] A process model, P M , is a 5-tuple (P, T, F, R, π) where
(i) (P,T,F) is a WF-net [57],
(ii) R is a set of performers,
(iii) π : T → R, i.e. performer (R) assignment for a task (T).
The process model extends Workflow nets (P,T,F) with performers (R). In
a Workflow net, P, T, and F refer to places, transitions, and flow relations,
respectively. The models in the process repository are represented in terms of
a Petri net. Activities are modeled by transitions, and causal dependencies are
modeled by places and arcs. Performers related to activities are specified in the
above transitions.
To generate social networks from the process models, three types of metrics
defined in [53] can be considered. They are transfer of work, subcontracting, and
cooperation. The transfer of work metrics and the subcontracting metrics take
into account causal dependencies (i.e., based on ordering of activities) among
performers, while the cooperation metrics consider the occurrence of performers.
The causal dependency is defined as follows.
[causal dependency, ⇒] Let P M = (P, T, F, R, π) be a process model. For
t1 , t2 ∈ T , t1 ⇒ t2 if and only if path(t1 → t2 ) is elementary and (t1 , t2 ) ∈ F 2 . 3
If t1 and t2 have a causal dependency, t1 is followed by t2 in the process
model. Within a process model there is a transfer of work from performer i
to performer j if there are two subsequent activities where the first activity
is assigned to i and the second activity to j. Considering the frequency of
transfers, the weight values on arcs between performers can be calculated using
the following formula.
P
P
P
• r1 BM r2 = p∈M (| r1 ⇒p r2 |)/ p∈M i,j∈p | i ⇒p j |
r1 BM r2 denotes the total number of transfers from performer r1 to r2 in
process models divided by the total number of transfers in the models. Such
formula enables deriving a social network among performers, which shows the
transfer of works between them.
3 path(x → y) if and only if there is a path of nodes in the graph corresponding to (P ∪T, F ).
A path is elementary if each node appears only once. If R is a relation, then Rn = {(a1 , a3 ) ∈
A × A|∃a2 ∈A (a1 , a2 ) ∈ Rn−1 ∧ (a2 , a3 ) ∈ R} and R∗ is the transitive closure.
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Subcontracting considers the number of times performer j executes an activity in between two activities executed by performer i. This may indicate that
work was subcontracted from i to j. The cooperation ignores causal dependencies and simply counts how frequently two performers participate in activities
of the same models. The more often two organizational units work together,
the stronger their relation is.
The social network from process models provides an organizational view of
business processes. When a user queries possible candidate process models, the
result could show the related social network and analysis results. As an example, the process repository contains five process models as shown in Figure
2. The user is not sure how to continue her business process under construction. She invoked the recommender component in order to be supported by the
recommendation system. In the extended table-based result list (see Table 1)
she right-clicked on the first network structure alternative and thus the social
network opened, as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Social Network from process models

In this figure each process model in the repository contains information on
performers. The network depicted in the figure is derived by considering the
transfer of work between performers. In the network, the nodes refer to the
performers in the process models and the arcs show the transfer of work between
the performers. For example, since the work is transferred from “Ronny” to
“Tom” at the “verify customer order 1” process, an arc between “Ronny” to
“Tom” is added in the social network.
If the process builder is not sure which recommendation to select after a
customer request (“verify customer order 1” vs. “verify customer order 2” which
have the same process structure, but are performed by different performers), she
can consult the social network. If the user takes into account the connections
between the performers (i.e., “Mike,” “Sue,” “Jana” ) in the existing process
(i.e., “customer request”) and the two performers (i.e., “Ronny,” “Peter”), there
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is no direct connection to “Ronny,” but two connections to ”Peter” (i.e., “Sue”
to “Peter” and “Mike” to “Peter”). Thus, “verify customer order 2” process
could be more attractive to the user, since the performers are more tightly
connected. The process builder can combine the edited business process with
“verify customer order 2” and save it as a new business process. Note that the
names of performers are used in the process models and the social network in
the example for ease of understanding. Of course, in a real process model, a
group of people, such as roles, department, etc., is assigned to a task. And
nodes in a social network also represent groups of people.
4.2. Social Network from User History
This section discusses the use of social networks from a recommendation
history. The user history in a recommendation-based modeling support system
consists of the name of the selected recommendation and the performer (user
that edited or selected a specific recommendation)4 . In Figure 3 the user selected
the process model part customer request (edited and selected by Jane and Peter)
and the directly succeeding process model part verify customer order (edited
and selected by Anna, John and Jim).

Figure 3: Social Network according to recommendation names

The recommendation system also stores (for each modeling purpose e.g.,
analysis, documentation, execution or reengineering) the order of selected pro4 Note the different consideration of users. In the previous section the transfer of work
between performers is taken into account. In this section users who selected and edited
processes lay the foundation for the social network generation.
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cess model parts into the workspace of the user. Table 3 shows an example. In
the table each row refers to an operation of a user. For example, user1 uses
process P1 and process model parts P2 and P1 is located before P2 . U ser2 uses
the same process model parts (i.e., P1 and P2 ), but the order is different from
that of user1 (while the modeling purpose is the same).
Preceding process
P1
P2
P2
P1
P4
P1
:

user1
user2
user1
user3
user4
user2
:

Succeeding process
P2
P1
P3
P2
P5
P5
:

Table 3: Preceding/Succeeding History

From the information on the selected processes and preceding/succeeding history, social networks can be derived. Table 4 shows an example of the user
history generated from the modeling history of the community of users. In the
table, each row refers to a user (u) and a column corresponds to a process model
(p) in the repository. Each cell (cij ) shows the number of uses of the process
model (pj ) by the user (ui ). The right part of the table shows how frequently
users use a certain order of process models. Each cell represents the number of
uses of an order of processes (Pj → Pk ) by a user (ui ).

user1
user2
user3
:
userM

P1
2
2
0
:
0

P2
1
1
0
:
0

P3
0
0
1
:
1

P4
0
0
0
:
0

...
..
..
..
:
..

PN
2
2
0
:
0

P1 → P2
2
0
1
:
0

P1 → P3
0
1
0
:
0

...
..
..
..
:
..

PN −1 → PN
2
2
0
:
0

Table 4: User History

From the matrix, the distance between two users can be measured by comparing
the corresponding row vectors. Several distance measures, such as Minkowski
distance, Hamming distance, Pearson’s correlation coefficient, etc., can be applied. They are defined as follows.
Pm
• Minkowski distance(ui ,uj ) = ( k=1 |cik − cjk |2 |n )1/n
Pm
• Hamming distance(ui ,uj ) = ( k=1 δ(cik , cjk )/m,
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0 if (x > 0 ∧ y > 0) ∨ (x = y = 0)
1 otherwise
Pm
Pm
Pm
• Pearson’s correlation coefficient (ui ,uj ) = ( k=1 cik cjk )/( k=1 c2ik + k=1 c2jk −
Pm
k=1 cik cjk ),
where δ(x, y) =

The Minkowski distance is a generalization of the Euclidean distance. It has a
parameter n: n = 1 is the Rectilinear distance also referred to as Manhattan
distance, n = 2 is the Euclidean distance, and for large values of n the metric
approximates the Chebyshev distance. The Hamming distance does not consider the absolute frequency but only whether it is 0 or not. Another metric
is Pearson’s correlation coefficient which is frequently used to find the relationship among users. Its value ranges from -1 to +1. If two users have similar
preferences, the value between them is close to 1. -1 means a maximal negative
line relationship between users. Using the distance measure, the distance matrix among users can be calculated and then transformed into a network form.
From the network, by applying a certain threshold value, unimportant arcs can
be removed. If two users are connected in the network, it means that the two
users used a similar set of process models during their previous process designs.
For example, there is a recommendation history shown in Table 5. Note that
the preceding/succeeding information is not considered in this example. The

user1
user2
user3
user4
user5
user6
user7
user8
user9
user10

P1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

P2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

P3
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0

P4
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
2
0

P5
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

P6
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

P7
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

P8
2
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

P9
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

P10
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

P11
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

P12
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

P13
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

Table 5: Realistic User History (P1 =check Order2, P2 =check Order3, P3 =order approval,
P4 =Order Checking, P5 =CheckOrderAvailability, P6 =order approval, P7 =handle rejected order, P8 =manage order approvals, P9 =customer order, P10 =check credibility, P11 =checked
order availability, P12 =validate Order, P13 =approve order)

table shows a recommendation history where 10 users were involved who selected
a total of 13 process models. The purpose of the models was documentation.
From this history, a social network shown in Figure 4 is derived. Note that the
threshold value of 0.3 is applied, and arcs (of whichever weight value is less than
the threshold) are removed. There are five cliques in the network. They are
{user1 , user2 }, {user3 }, {user4 , user7 , user9 }, {user5 , user8 }, {user6 , user10 }.
The user that is directly connected to a certain user is the neighborhood of the
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Figure 4: Social Network from Table 5

user, who has similar process usage patterns. Thus, when the user designs a
new process model, she can use the history of her neighborhoods. For example,
in the figure, the history of user4 is used in the recommendation system for
user7 but can be used to find a neighborhood of a user. For example, Table
5 can be extended to include the history of the order of process models, and a
social network can be calculated from the combined table.
4.3. Social Network from Insertion History
The third way of generating social network is taking into account the insertion history of process models. The recommendation system stores the order
of inserted process model parts into the workspace of a user. A user of the
recommendation system can generate a new process model and insert it into
the repository. A user can search for suitable process models and generate a
new model by combining them. Table 6 shows an example of insertion history.
In the table, user1 generates “customer order” process by merging “check order
availability” and “check credibility.” A user can also take one process model and
modify it to make a new process model. In the table, user2 modifies “customer
order” and generates “check order.”

user1
user2
user3
user4
:

used processes
check order availability + check credibility
customer order
customer order + handle reject order
order approval + notify customer
:

inserted process
customer order
check order
order approval
approval process
:

Table 6: Process Insertion History

From this information a social network reflecting the history can be generated. Figure 5 shows the social network derived from Table 6. Figure 5(a) shows
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a graphical view of the insertion history from the table. In the figure, nodes
represent process models and arcs show relationships between process models.
For example, since the “customer order” is designed with “check credibility”
and “check order availability,” there are arcs from “check credibility” to “customer order” and from “check order availability” to “customer order.” From
this figure, by replacing the process model with the user who generated it, the
social network depicted in Figure 5(b) is generated.

Figure 5: Generating social network from insertion history

Social networks from insertion history cannot be used to find neighborhoods,
but for change propagation. Whenever one of the members of the clique changes
a process the other neighbors who are affected by this modification will be
informed about this change. This notification is optional and will be performed
only if users have activated this functionality.
5. Research Method
5.1. Design
To evaluate our modeling support system and investigate our main conjectures regarding its effectiveness, an experiment has been conducted. Basically,
the experiment should gain insight into the following questions:
1. Will process builders be inclined to follow up on the suggestions of our
recommendation-based process modeling support system? It is more or less
a basic assumption underlying all our endeavors in this field that process
builders will be interested in, and follow up on modeling recommendations.
However, this has not been tested in an empirical fashion so far.
2. Will the support of a recommendation-based process modeling support system improve the modeling process? The second basic assumption behind
our work is that the use of a recommendation system – beyond perhaps being appreciated by model builders – will increase the quality of the process
model and would not be less efficient than modeling from scratch. After
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all, some balance is expected between the additional time that is required
to evaluate recommendations and the saved modeling time when following up a recommendation (both compared to a traditional, unsupported
situation).
3. If process builders follow up recommendations of the support system, will
social information play any role in their decision-making? The specific
expectation we have is that recommendations that are based on modeling
decisions of people who are socially close to a model builder will receive
favorable attention. On the basis of the extension of our recommendation
system, as outlined in the previous sections, we are now able to approach
this question with an experimental design.
The specific hypotheses with respect to these questions are as follows (numerals corresponding with the previous questions):
- H1: Process builders that receive modeling recommendations to create
part of a process model will more often use a recommendation than build
that model part from scratch.
- H2a: Process builders using a recommendation system will create process
models in the same time as those without the support of a recommendation
system.
- H2b: Process builders using a recommendation system will create process
models of a higher semantic quality than do those without the support of
a recommendation system.
- H2c: Process builders using a recommendation system will create process
models of a higher syntactic quality than do those without the support of
a recommendation system.
- H3a: Process builders that follow up recommendations will favor those
recommendations that refer to previously used model parts by well-known
people over recommendations without any information on previous use.
- H3b: Process builders that follow up recommendations will favor those
recommendations that refer to previously used model parts by well-known
people over those that refer to people they do not know well.
The experiment that has been conducted took place in the semester of 2008
and involved the participation of 28 graduate and post-graduate students. All
students followed a course in Workflow Management at the University of Karlsruhe. We refer to this group as the experiment group. Subsequently their
members were asked to model a business process handling business trips on
the basis of an informal description of the procedure in use. Note how this
phase coincides with the formalization phase that has been distinguished in the
introduction of this paper as being of central interest to us.
The informal process description was divided into three subsequent parts:
(1) the checking of the travel application, (2) the booking of the hotel room
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and the car, and (3) the activities which needed to be handled after returning
from the trip. The participants were given access to a repository of process
model parts, and the system generated recommendations on the basis of this
repository. Overall, each participant received a set of recommendations on each
of the three parts of the informal description of the process. For each part,
they were given three alternative modeling parts (thus, participants received 9
recommendations in total). The participants were not obliged to follow up on
these recommendations, that is, they were free to ignore them. The obvious
alternative was to build a modeling part themselves.
To prepare the repository and the recommendations, the following procedure
was undertaken. Previously, the same modeling exercise was given to 24 different
students of the same university who followed the same course. We refer to these
students as the preparation group. These students had to create the model on
the basis of the same informal description, but were given no modeling support
whatsoever. The time that they spent on building the model was recorded
using a self-assessment form. From the models created in this way, 19 solutions
were considered to be acceptable (and 5 were not). The main criteria that were
employed were the semantic quality (or validity) of the model and the syntactic
quality. With respect to the former, issues were addressed such as: “Does the
model represent the exercise truthfully?” and “Are no parts missing and are
no parts spurious?” The syntactical quality was checked with questions such
as “Does the model contain wrongly matched pairs of logical connectors?” and
“Are all parts of the mode reachable?”
To prepare our system for the evaluation the repository has been populated
with process model parts that were derived from three business process models
randomly selected from the 19 acceptable solutions. Then, the three process
models have been fragmented into nine process model parts. Each of the process models have been fragmented at the same position so that each model
part related to exactly one part of the modeling exercise. Consequently, the
repository contained three process model parts of roughly similar quality for
the “beginning” of the process, three process model parts of equal quality for
the “middle” and finally three equal parts for the process “end.”
Subsequently, each of the 28 persons were asked regarding their relationships
within this particular group (who knew whom) with the question, “To what
extent do you know individual X?” for each of the other 27 persons. The
interviewees could choose between three answers: 1. not all, 2. somewhat,
and 3. very well. Based on their answers, a social network of the interviewees
has been generated. This information was used to annotate the nine process
model parts individualized for each of the participants. To be precise, for each
participant we randomly attached 1) to three of the nine model parts (one for
each of the three parts of the modeling exercise) the name of a person whom
that participant knew well, 2) to three model parts the name of a person whom
the participant did not know well, and 3) for the three remaining model parts
no information on previous usage at all was provided. Note how the information
on the social relationships was used to mimic information that could have been
gathered in a real setting on historic, actual usage of the modeling fragments
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by the support system. During the experiment the participants were not aware
that this information was artificial.
In the actual experiment, each participant was individually observed carrying out the modeling exercise, e.g., what recommendations were followed up,
which adjustments were made, which parts were modeled from scratch, etc.
Also, an automatic log was generated for the actual use of both the modeling
tool and the recommendation tool. The observations were then matched with
these automatic logs to improve and validate their quality. The automatically
generated logs were also used to record the modeling time. After the experiment,
each individual participant was interviewed about the reasons for following up
a recommendation (or not) and the information that they used in this decision
making process.
Students volunteered to participate in the experiment and received a small
financial reward. The reward was dependent only on their participation - not
on the quality of the created model or the modeling decisions.
5.2. Results
To investigate hypothesis H1, the occasions that participants selected a recommendation at each of the three parts in the modeling exercise was considered.
We advance the null hypothesis that the average number of times that a recommendation is used to cover a part is equal to the average number of times
the model part is created from scratch. In other words, the average difference
between the two equals zero. The alternative hypothesis would be that the
number of parts modeled on the basis of recommendations is bigger than the
parts modeled from scratch. To test this, 28 paired frequencies of modeling decisions are at our disposal. (For example, participant Thorsten decides to select
a recommendation for parts 2 and 3 of the model, but models part 1 himself. In
his case, the difference equals 1.) For the 28 participants, the mean value is 2.5
and the median 3, hinting at a strong preference for using a recommendation.
A t-test was used to determine the significance of this result. It provides a
P-value of 0.000 << 0.05, which shows that the preference is highly significant
at a 95% confidence level. A sign test on the difference in medians gives a similar small P-value, which confirms the strong tendency to base all parts of the
formal model on recommendations. Therefore, the alternative hypothesis must
be accepted, leading to the acceptance of H1: Modelers are inclined to follow
up recommendations, assuming that they satisfy a certain quality level.
To test hypothesis H2a, the differences in modeling between the experiment
and the preparation group were considered. Note that these are not paired
observations since the members of the groups differ. The standardized skewness
and kurtosis values for the modeling times of both groups are within the range
expected when assuming normal distributions of the modeling times. The nullhypothesis is that the mean modeling times for both groups are the same; the
alternative hypothesis is that these times differ. The 95 % confidence interval for
the mean modeling time of the experiment group equals [69.418, 80.916], while
that of the preparation group is [71.455, 85.212]. Since the intervals overlap,
there is no significant difference at this confidence level. This is also the case
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for the standard deviations for these groups. Therefore, we accept H2a: The
same time is needed to build a process model with or without recommendation
support.
With hypothesis H2b, we turn our attention to the semantic quality of the
process models created by both groups. Of the 24 process models in the preparation group, only 4 displayed a completely valid representation of the exercise,
in the sense that the represented business logic was completely correct and that
no obvious parts were missing or spurious. For the 28 process models built by
the experiment group using the recommendation system, 19 were completely
valid. Since the data is not normally distributed for the preparation group,
the non-parametric Kruskall-Wallis test is used to test the null hypothesis that
the medians of both groups are the same (the alternative hypothesis being that
the median for the experiment group is higher). This test gives a P-value of
0.000, which is much smaller than the 0.05 threshold. Therefore, the alternative
hypothesis must be accepted, leading to the acceptance of H2b: The semantic quality of the process models created under support of the recommendation
system is higher.
The other aspect in comparing the quality of the process models concerns
the syntactical quality. Of the 24 process models created by the preparation
group, 14 displayed no syntactical mistakes; of the 28 process models created
by the experiment group, 11 showed no syntactical mistakes whatsoever. Once
more, the data are not normally distributed, thus the Kruskall-Wallis test is used
to test the null hypothesis that the medians of both groups are the same (the
alternative hypothesis being that the median for the experiment group is higher).
The resulting P-value equals 0.911, which means that the null hypothesis cannot
be rejected. In other words, hypothesis H2c must be rejected: The syntactical
quality of the process models created under support of the recommendation
system is not higher.
The final set of hypotheses deals with the influence of the social information that accompanies some of the recommendations. To investigate hypothesis
H3a, we compare per participant from all the recommendations that he/she
followed up the proportion that relate to previous well-known users to the ones
containing no information on previous use. Thus, for example, from the three
recommendations that Thorsten followed up, one of them was connected to (a
supposed) previous use of that model part by someone he knows well, while
he followed up one recommendation that did not contain any information on
previous use (the remaining recommendation relating to someone he does not
know well). A t-test to test the null-hypothesis that there is no difference between the mean number of decisions for either type of recommendation leads
to a P-value of 0.190. Therefore, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected and
we must reject hypothesis H3a. In other words, process builders that follow
up recommendations do not seem to particularly favor those recommendations
that relate to previously used model parts by people in their social network.
Similarly, to test hypothesis H3b we compare per participant the number of
recommendations he/she followed up that refer to well-known previous users to
the number of recommendations that relate to people not known by the mod20

eler. The t-test to check the null-hypothesis illustrates that there is no difference
between the mean number of decisions for either type of recommendation, resulting in a P-value of 0.155. The null hypothesis must therefore be rejected
when assuming a 95% confidence interval. Therefore, H3b must be rejected as
well. Information on previous usage of recommendations by peers of the process
builder seems to play no big role in their selection.
5.3. Discussion
Interpretation. The experiment provides strong support for process builders’
preference for and active use of recommendations as provided by the proposed
support system. Clearly, for each part of the modeling exercise each participant
in the experiment received three recommendations, meaning that someone would
need to feel very strongly about the lack of quality of all recommendations in
order to model a process part himself/herself. Recall that the recommendations
are derived from previous acceptable solutions. It is open to question whether
it would be possible, in general, to provide such strong recommendation support, but our reference situation is that of organizations that have hundreds or
thousands of process models in use from highly related domains. This is increasingly becoming a realistic situation, considering the reports on actual process
modeling practice in industry [7, 22, 52]. In other words, the attractiveness of
a recommendation system receives strong support from this experiment.
The obvious next issue is whether such support is of any value. What follows
from the experiment is that, in accordance with our expectation, the modeling
time itself does not change with respect to a traditional situation. So, the support system does not make the building effort less efficient. What is surprising
is that the semantic quality of the process models is positively affected, while no
relation can be found between recommendation usage and improved syntactical
quality. In other words, a relation can be inferred from our data that a recommendation system prevents process builders from forgetting relevant parts of
the informal model or including spurious parts. Clearly, this is a highly relevant
outcome and supports further development of this support. However, syntactical mistakes are not prevented as effectively. That syntactical mistakes can be
created at all when using recommendations can be explained from the practice
that recommended process parts are often edited by the process builders, as
noted in our observations.
Finally, the experiment gives no reason to believe that the kind of social
information that was included in this setting is of much importance in the
model building process. On the one hand, this is disappointing and contrasts
with our initial assumptions about the impact that social information would
have. On the other hand, it gives support for the existing practice of solitary
process building.
To get a better insight into the role of social information, in our follow-up
to the experiment our participants were asked whether they (a) noticed and (b)
considered the social information tags to the recommendations at all. All but
one was aware of this information, but only two stated that this information
affected their decision making in some way. Much more important in deciding
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to follow up a recommendation was the semantical match between the model
part and modeling part content (mentioned 21 times), the tag score of the
recommendation (mentioned 8 times), and the name of the recommended model
part (mentioned 5 times). (Note that multiple answers were possible.) From
this feedback, it can be inferred that social information plays only a minor role
in the decision to follow up recommendations.
Implications. The most important implication from our work for practice
is that the usage of recommendation systems should be actively considered by
vendors of process modeling suites, like ARIS, Protos, Lomardi, and TIBCO. In
this way, large repositories that are at the disposal of their clients can be more
actively used to support their process builders. Our results show an increased
interest of users and enhanced semantic quality. This is an extremely important
benefit in the setting of individual modelers building process models, at a time
when little opportunity exists to receive feedback on the created work by peers.
Because the syntactical quality is not visibly affected and syntactical errors
still occur under the guidance of a recommendation system, the combined usage
of tools to support process modelers in checking the syntactical quality of their
model should be actively considered, e.g., as provided by the open source tool
Woflan5 . As mentioned, the recommendation system does provide support for
avoiding syntactical errors, but this feature was deactivated during the experiment in order to provide transparency. The open source tool WoPeD6 is a fine
example where model building and verification features are closely integrated in
the same user interface.
For research, a very preliminary insight from our work is that it seems more
fruitful for work on providing collaborative process modeling support (e.g., in
[46]) to focus on the elicitation dialogue. After all, process building can be supported by recommendations as evaluated in this paper, while social information
and, in turn, interaction does not seem to play too big a role in the formalization
dialogue. Nonetheless, in the presented work social networks derived from data
were used that had been gathered within the use of that recommendation system. To build social networks, other information could have been used that was
available in the wider context of process modeling which would have perhaps
been more attractive to interest process builders. For example, the reputation
of people, their skill level in process building, their history in process model creation, etc., could all be features to consider. Because the infrastructure is there
in the form of the recommender and social network tools that was described,
further investigations could take place with relatively small start-up costs.
Limitations. Because students participated in the conducted experiment,
the usual external validity problems arise. Despite this, we agree with [5, 43]
that in the area of conceptual modeling in general and process modeling in
particular the selection of students over practitioners can, in fact, be advisable.
Results from both domain understanding and problem solving tasks could have
5 http://is.tm.tue.nl/research/woflan.htm/,lastconsultedonNovember9,2008
6 http://www.woped.org/
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been confounded by participants that were able to bring to bear prior business
knowledge in one of the areas [51].
A major limitation in our experimental set-up is the use of inter-personal
acquaintance as a proxy for historical usage patterns by process building peers.
An alternative would have been to add an extra phase to our experimental setup. In this way, actual usage of (tagless) recommendations by one group could
have been used as a basis for creating the social usage tags for the recommendations in the final phase with the experiment group. The use of this artificial
information may have been a cause for the low usage in the experiment of recommendations that (supposedly) had been used by peers. Alternatively, social
information is really not of any importance, but this should be backed up by
further research.
6. Conclusion
Business process modeling tools on the market today are mostly “one-person
tools” and mostly do not support an efficient reuse of process models, resulting in
dissatisfaction of business users with current IT implementations. The focus of
this paper was on improving the formalization dialogue of creating process models using a particular tool and thus improving the current IT implementations.
Users were guided in this respect within the context of a recommendation-based
process modeling support system to which “social” features were added. Three
kinds of social networks were used: (1) a social network from a process model
repository, (2) a social network from a user history and (3) a social network
from an insertion history. The social network from process models provides an
organizational view of business processes. The social network from user history
shows the relationship among modelers who use the recommendation system.
The social network from insertion history shows the relationship among modelers who decided for identical recommendations.
To investigate the effectiveness of the recommendation system a two phase
experiment has been conducted. In the first phase students were instructed to
model a business process regarding handling a business trip, but without giving
them any modeling support. In the second phase a group of students had to
create the same model, but this time they were given the modeling support
system. The participants were not obliged to follow up these recommendations,
and they were free to ignore them.
The experiment confirms that modelers are inclined to follow up recommendations as provided by the system. If users decide to reuse recommendations,
then they do not increase their modeling time and they can improve the semantic quality of the process models. The syntactical quality of the process models
created under support of the recommendation system is not notably affected.
Our assumption could not be confirmed within the experiment that users favor recommendations that refer to previously used model parts by well-known
people over those that refer to people that they do not know well.
While some of the results of the recommendation system are very promising to deal with the inherent risks of process building as a solitary activity –
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in particular with respect to semantic quality – many challenges remain. Central problems include finding more informative ways to catalogue and represent
parts of business process models, better ways to identify relationships between
the model parts, discovering the user’s intentions and requirements, and from
there automatic prediction of the process model parts that will enable the user
to finish her design most efficiently. Furthermore, we believe that the recommendation system would get a significant improvement if researchers from the
Human Computer Interaction domain were brought into the conversation. A
tight collaboration with that discipline should establish a continuous feedback
loop between the technical solutions being envisioned and the development of
process model by process builders.
We recall from our experiment and our discussion of its limitations that the
annotation of model parts was artificial, which, in retrospect, may have been
a serious impediment. Therefore, more research work seems required within
realistic settings, such as intra- or inter-organizational process modeling collaborations, where capabilities and skills of group members are crucial for the
project success. Because the feasibility and attractiveness of a recommendation
system have been demonstrated, it seems worthwhile to extend its support. The
direction would then be towards generating better process models on the basis
of information that is readily available – be it from the social context of the
process builder or otherwise.
To conclude this paper, we feel that the line of our research with its focus
on the modeling process rather than on the model artifact shows strong signs
of viability. We hope it will inspire other researchers to join this stream, thus
further developing the discipline of process modeling towards providing actual
support for supporting organizational development initiatives.
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